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ABSTRACT
This article examines the post-award implications of international
prize culture within the journalism profession. Through qualitative
interviews with winners of CNN competitions, this paper
specifically investigates how news professionals discursively
construct the notion of excellence within the space of international
award practice, and then how they subsequently perceive their
roles in the post-award dispensation. The key findings show that
journalists’ understanding of excellence through awards is fluid
and based on individual, institutional as well as professional
notions of what constitutes par/sub-par journalism. These “bearers
of excellence” perceive themselves as promoters of high standards
of journalistic practice and champions of normative roles, such as
the watchdog role, which fits into the broader mission of the
specific institution sponsoring the awards.
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Introduction

Today’s awards in/for journalism—whether it is the Pulitzer Prize to a non-journalist like
Darnella Frazier, or from external institutions like the Nobel Peace Prize committee to jour-
nalists Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov—all raise critical questions on journalistic auth-
ority. In particular, the award practice within journalism, beyond the ritualism and
symbolism (Pallas, Wedlin, and Grünberg 2016), stirs tensions within the profession
because of the fanfare surrounding the nominations, the award ceremonies, the publicity
surrounding the winners and the capital accumulated through the awards, e.g., fellow-
ships, scholarships, career mobility, etc. The awards and associated practice inevitably
instigate discursive struggles, especially when they validate and enhance the “value” of
a specific cadre of news professionals (Heinich 2009; Nölleke, Hanusch, and Maares
2022; Volz 2013). Such tensions and recent shifts in journalistic “prize culture” and an
accompanying proliferation of awards in society (English 2002; Lanosga 2014), suggest
an urgent need to re-evaluate awards and their possible implications for journalism as
a profession. In this paper, we particularly focus on the international award practice—
facilitated through the international competitions targeting journalists across the globe
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—and the attendant imaginaries about excellence that this promotes within journalistic
cultures.

Often, there is consensus among journalism scholars that the Anglo-American hege-
monic model of journalism has shaped professional role orientations, despite journalistic
culture-specific variances around the world (Hanitzsch et al. 2019; Mabweazara and Mare
2021; Nerone 2012). There is, however, insufficient understanding into how practices of
international awards reinforce this cultural hegemony, mainly of Minority World
Countries,1 thus, possibly influencing societal expectations and behaviour of journalists.

Existing studies show journalistic awards as markers of “excellence”—rigour in news
reporting, creativity, professionalism, and social impact (Beam, Dunwoody, and Kosicki
1986; Shapiro, Albanese, and Leigh 2006; Volz 2013)—in a discursive environment of
quality journalism. Indeed, studies of journalistic awards have focused mostly on the cri-
teria that define professional achievements. However, while awards “produce professional
consensus and uniformity” through appraising journalistic work, they also present a
dilemma over what should constitute “excellence” in the practice of journalism (Volz
2013, 392). If excellence is the currency of journalistic awards, its nature as an aspirational
quality for news professional could be shaping journalistic behaviour and societal expec-
tations of the profession (Biddle 1979). We, therefore, consider journalistic excellence and
professional roles as interdependent and inextricable. In that sense, we argue that under-
standing how award practices shape journalistic role orientations, helps us to shed light
on how normative roles emerge within a specific journalistic culture.

Relatedly, recent studies have expanded the conceptions of the profession beyond the
traditional journalistic practice(s) and field, for example, through interrogating pre-pro-
fessional roles, quasi-professional roles or even non-journalistic (or non-human) roles
(see Bowe et al. 2021; Schapals, Maares, and Hanusch 2019; Weber and Kosterich 2018).
We take the cue from these studies seeking to fully encapsulate role orientations amid
today’s disruptions in journalism, and argue that it is important as well to unravel how
the different dispositions of the “bearers of excellence” (Botma 2017) within the pro-
fession shape their post-award role orientations.

The aim of this paper is, therefore, to examine how award-winning journalists perceive
their roles in a discursive space of international awards. We empirically interrogate how
winners of the “CNN African Journalist of the Year Awards” perceive their roles as
shaped by their notion of excellence through the international award practice. This
study focuses on the case of the winners of the Africa edition of the competitions that
ran between 1995 and 2016. CNN’s journalism awards were considered the “most presti-
gious” on the continent, with more than 300 journalists from all around Africa receiving
these prizes (some occupying influential positions within traditional and peripheral news
organisations today).

Our results point to an understanding of excellence and roles performed by award
winners that is ever shifting based on individual, institutional, and professional notions
of what constitutes outstanding journalistic practice within national cultures. Secondly,
journalists view themselves as champions of normative roles (but promoters of mostly
monitorial journalism), which fits into the criteria of winning entries in the CNN compe-
titions. Thirdly, journalists consider their role as agents of “Pan-African journalism”,
which implies a monolithic idea of journalism(s) on the continent as promoted through
the awards. However, career journalists conflate “Pan-African journalism”with “alternative
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excellent journalism”, implying an aspiration for a substitute for the Anglo-American cul-
tural hegemony that CNN represents. This aspiration also reveals their post-colonial reflex-
ivity of CNN’s practices that accentuate racial stereotypes in the news coverage of
Majority World Countries. This study contributes to journalism studies by unravelling
post-award role perceptions and conceptualisations of journalistic excellence in a discur-
sive regime of international award practice.

Literature Review

The popularity of awards in the digital age has mostly followed the diversifications of jour-
nalism (e.g., new forms of journalism and new actors such as non-profits), the quest to
maintain journalistic authority and generally an awards culture tied to fame and “audit
society” (Carlson 2017; Pallas, Wedlin, and Grünberg 2016, 1070). Professional awards/
prizes and other symbolic rewards of journalistic achievement are further recognised as
expanding journalistic practice. As “symbolic systems”, awards promote both the celebra-
tion and celebritisation of journalists (even when this is not the intended outcome of the
fanfare and publicity surrounding award ceremonies). We argue that awards could shape
journalists’ relationship with the profession, and thus the ways they perceive their roles.
Beyond symbolism, awards have an evaluative value that benefits organisations and audi-
ences (Pallas, Wedlin, and Grünberg 2016), and further recognising journalists margina-
lised within newsrooms (Nölleke, Hanusch, and Maares 2022; Volz and Lee 2013).

This paper considers that viewing career journalists from the lens of an international
awards practice, is important because of three significant factors: First, is because of
the shifting meaning of journalistic “excellence” today. The profession is experiencing
constant change despite a dominant cultural hegemony of Minority World Countries
(Nerone 2012) as well as different conceptions of “good” journalism emerging from
within and outside the journalistic field (Örnebring and Jönsson 2004). Two, CNN’s inter-
national practice and awards have had implications on global journalism. We argue that
award practices promoted through the international news organisation have possibly
contributed to idealised forms of “good” journalism in different journalistic cultures,
which are yet to be explored in journalism scholarship. Third, post-award role orientations
of journalists are worth interrogating, especially when the status of journalists shifts from
that of a mere professional to award-winner. It is, therefore, worthwhile to examine what
these professionally excellent journalists think they do after they win awards, and sub-
sequently how the markers of recognition within the profession shape societal expec-
tations (see Hellmueller and Mellado 2015).

Excellence Within an Award Practice

Excellence is vaguely defined in journalism studies but is mostly used to refer to practices
that meet but exceed traditional standards of journalism, or attributes within the pro-
fessional and institution of journalism that are deemed exceptional. Existing studies
describe excellence through awards as an appraisal of journalists’ achievements, an
object of metajournalistic discourse, a symbol of journalistic authority and social status,
boundary marker (what is par/sub-par journalism) and a bulwark of journalistic autonomy
and press freedom (Carlson 2017; Jenkins and Volz 2018; Lough 2021). There is an
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interdependence between professionalism and excellence. Excellence is a marker of a
common ideology within the profession in regard to the highest standards of journalism
(Bogart 2004). Such an interdependence raises two problems. First, the contentious
nature of professionalism especially in the digital age raises questions as to whether
there can be a common understanding of journalistic standards today. Second, it is
increasingly acknowledged that ideas about journalistic standards are incongruent with
those of the public they claim to serve (Banjac 2022; Karlsson and Clerwall 2018). This
incongruence also occurs at the level in which journalists perceive good journalistic prac-
tice, and what is perceived as good for the audience (Bogart 2004; Coddington, Lewis, and
Belair-Gagnon 2021).

Scholars acknowledge there is largely a consensus as to what constitutes journalism
within the profession, and within a discursive regime of journalistic awards/prizes, such
a uniformity in acknowledgement of the highest standards is legitimised through a
peer-review process. It is also acknowledged that changes in journalism standards over
time have to do with journalistic cultures, such as the importance of objectivity in
liberal democracies (Bogart 2004). Markers of excellence in themselves could be vague
and complex even when they are associated with high standards. For example, when a
story is referred to as “interesting”, it implies a highly subjective nature that may not
breed a common understanding among intended audiences (Bogart 2004). Moreover,
the prize culture within journalism is increasingly showing the malleability of the pro-
fession. For example, non-journalistic actors2 have recently received journalism awards.

However, through journalistic awards, the profession is also legitimised in two ways.
First, as a profession striving for the highest standard possible to fulfil its public function,
and two, as a profession that rises beyond its institutional limitations. Thus, the profession
is not beholden to corporate interests or market demands (that is why, for example, the
institutional success of a story, e.g., ratings, is often not a criterion for journalistic excel-
lence). This then leads us to the following research question pertinent to understanding
how news professionals conceptualise journalistic excellence:

RQ1: What do award winners’ self-perceptions of journalistic excellence reveal about inter-
national awards practice?

Finally, in most cases, most awards tend to go to career journalists in resource-rich
news organisations. Moreover, while awards could promote professionalism, they
inspire a “prize frenzy” that could divert attention from journalism’s core mission to
inform the public as journalists’ labour is invested in winning content and strategies,
rather than audiences’ needs (Shepard 2000; cf. English 2002). Additionally, the attention
to winners could mean that news organisations pay less attention to the “loser” pro-
fessional, making it possible for awards to have a “demoralising effect” (Coulson 1989;
Shepard 2000, 25).

Post-award Roles in Journalistic Cultures

Journalism awards mostly apply to professional. Through the awards, individual journal-
ists gain recognition and credibility, not only at the organisational level, but also among
their peers and the field of journalism (Jenkins and Volz 2018). This recognition can trans-
late into social, cultural, and economic capital. Social capital materialises as prestige,
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respect and having a good position in the journalistic hierarchy, while economic capital is
evident in promotions and hiring (Willig 2013; cf. Beam, Dunwoody, and Kosicki 1986;
Bourdieu 1986; Nölleke, Hanusch, and Maares 2022). As such, the forms of capital inherent
in journalism awards institutionalise and shape what it means to do journalism. Award-
winning entries are signals to standards of journalism and best practices, and this
creates a strong relationship between awards and journalism (Jenkins and Volz 2018;
Lanosga 2014; Lough 2021, 306). We argue, therefore, that award practices are part
and parcel of the construction of roles.

Further, awards introduce a set of self-referential practices (Kristensen and Mortensen
2017; Nöth 2007); for example, journalism award ceremonies, which go towards the
accumulation of capital for the journalists. Self-referentiality through awards is important
here because in the discursive construction of normative roles, audiences are oftentimes
the reference groups (Mellado 2020). Research into professional roles has mostly focused
on how audiences as reference groups shape how journalists construct their roles (see,
among others, Ojala and Pöyhtäri 2018). Scholars acknowledge that roles emerge when
either certain unconsciously assimilated ideas, beliefs or tasks form a pattern of practice
(Coyne 1984) or through social interactions (Hellmueller and Mellado 2015).

Moreover, in journalism scholarships, there is a tendency to acknowledge roles as
defined within social interactions and internalised by journalists within mostly the
Anglo-American journalistic cultures, which is widely criticised in the journalism field
(Hanitzsch 2018; Josephi 2005; Nerone 2012). The hegemonic model of journalism
takes it for granted that in their practice of journalism, news professionals enjoy their
autonomy to speak truth to power (Nerone 2012). This explains the tendency to, for
example, assume the watchdog role must be present across journalistic cultures if journal-
ism is to function as it should. Recent comparative studies into role orientations across
journalistic cultures demonstrate that traditional roles like the watchdog role are
embraced widely (Hanitzsch et al. 2019), but its performance is complex and dependent
on multiple factors such as media ownership or political parallelism in specific journalistic
cultures.

The role orientations which often lean towards a hegemonic model could also be a
product of a dominant journalistic scholarship that often assumes universal applicability.
There is an assumption that the democratic model is the lens through which to under-
stand “other” journalism(s) that may exist across global cultures (Baack, Cheruiyot, and
Ferrer-Conill 2022; Josephi 2013). Closely related to this is the thinking that American jour-
nalism is the “gold standard” through which other journalisms should be assessed. Such
an assumption is problematic considering this US journalistic culture, for example, in the
examination of role orientations, is an outlier (Hanitzsch et al. 2019). We consider that this
“gold-standardism” is tied to the notion of journalism dominance of institutions in Min-
ority World Countries as exemplified in award practices – in this case, that of CNN journal-
ism awards.

Awards in themselves can inculcate exclusionary practices between the “professional”
and unprofessional or standard/sub-standard or excellent/mediocre. Awards have been
used to legitimise the practices and performance of certain groups of journalists based
on their race or allegiance to the state; and in this way, they become objects of control
and discrimination (Botma 2017; Huang 2013). For the most part, generations of corre-
spondents from North America and Europe—mostly responsible for ooga booga or
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“heart-of-darkness” journalism about Africa—have established and reinforced negative
narratives of the continent that are so entrenched globally (Bunce, Franks, and Paterson
2017; Hawk 1992; Nothias 2020; Nothias and Cheruiyot 2019). These journalists not only
accumulate capital through becoming “experts” of the continent in North American and
European capitals but claim journalistic authority through being winners of awards like
the American Pulitzer Prize. Effectively, the awards recognising such journalism in Min-
ority World Countries end up legitimising racialised media representations, as “pro-
fessional” or “quality journalism” (see Nothias 2020). Such an “award-driven” notion of
good journalism is then taken as the “gold standard” internationally, both in practice
and in academia. The field of journalism studies seldom interrogates such fallacies of “pro-
fessionalism” promoted through international awards from Minority World Countries.

While the awards are considered to lead to uniformity through recognising and
appraising journalistic work (Volz 2013, 392), they also present a discursive dilemma
over what should constitute “excellence” in the practice of journalism. We argue here
that there is an urgent need to re-evaluate the notion of journalistic excellence, as
defined through the discursive input of journalistic awards, and its implications for pro-
fessional culture today. In this paper, we are, therefore, guided by the following research
question:

RQ2: How do winners of journalism prizes perceive their roles in a discursive space of inter-
national award practice?

Lastly, it is important to note that winners’ role orientations (or even performance)
cannot be seen to exist within a vacuum as there is interdependence between a
variety of actors such as fellow journalists (as peer reviewers), media managers (who
steer and fund the production) and the judges, as assessors (Jenkins and Volz 2018). Fur-
thermore, award practices need to be placed within the broader commercial logic of jour-
nalistic institutions. Scholars have shown how award practice, in for instance the US
context, has turned into a “social enterprise” (Volz 2013, 393) where prize culture is
oriented towards attracting advertising revenue and sponsorship. This “for-profit”
agenda of award practice further contributes to the saturation of awards and “prize pun-
ditry” (English 2002, 109), which drives the cultural (re)production of competitions in
society.

Drawn from the potential of both winners and their entries to serve as quality signals
(Wellbrock and Wolfram 2019) with potential symbolic and economic capital, media man-
agers, editors and reporters invest time and money into the awards. In the process, award
practices create tension over a variety of interests within journalism, which leads Jenkins
and Volz (2018, 924) to argue that “excellent journalism” is the outcome of negotiations of
a variety of ideas of journalism. We explore such tensions in our empirical study.

Method and Context

This study employs qualitative interviews with the view to understand how journalists
perceive and interpret the context of their practice (Creswell and Poth 2018) as shaped
by a prize culture. Specifically, this research is based on in-depth interviews with 14 jour-
nalists, the recipients of awards from the “CNN Journalism of the Year” competition (Africa
edition) between 1995 and 2016. We have selected journalists as opposed to other actors
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in the international award practice, such as judges (who operationalise the mission and
vision of the award institution) because the perspectives of the news workers are repre-
sentative of journalism as a profession.

We employed purposive sampling with the specific intention of achieving “loose rep-
resentation” (Lynch 2013) and a special focus on the following characteristic in our
sample: that there is a good spread of years during which the respondents won the
awards; the journalists chosen won awards in a variety of categories; that all respondents
practised journalism after winning the CNN awards; and, most importantly, the respon-
dents are from different parts of Africa.

The representation across the continent is theoretically significant to this study
because we sought to understand how excellence and professional roles are perceived
in different journalistic cultures represented in the list of award winners. Further, we
sought to achieve representation outside English-speaking Africa because, most often,
research in journalism studies has a strong, Anglophone bias, leaving other parts of the
continent such as Arab-speaking or Francophone Africa understudied (Cheruiyot 2021;
Frère 2012). We however note that as a limitation to the study, this endeavour to
achieve representation may conceal disparities in the African media landscape.

Initially, we were only interested in journalists that are still practising journalism in
legacy organisations on the continent. However, this proved difficult because most
award-winners we contacted (37), have since left the practice. Finding practising journal-
ists was harder especially in countries with fewer winners (see Figure 1 on p. 9). We even-
tually decided to expand our criteria to include journalists that currently work with
peripheral organisations, who are increasingly identified as critical in the expanding
news ecology. Further, we included two journalists who had left the news industry
within two years from the date of the interview. The journalists interviewed were from
Nigeria (2), South Africa (2), Uganda (2), Ghana (1), Malawi (1), Kenya (2), Zambia (1),
Egypt (1), Mauritius (1) and Algeria (1). All of them won the CNN prize in different cat-
egories between 2002 and 2016. Among the respondents was one who had won the

Figure 1. Distribution of winners from 37 countries. Source: edition.cnn.com/WORLD/africa/africana-
wards/finalists.
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top prize, “CNN African Journalist of the Year Award”. Ten of the journalists were female,
and four were male, drawn from both broadcast and print commercial news outlets. At
the time of submitting their entries, the respondents served in various roles, for
example, producer, general news reporter, news anchor, etc. Post-award, seven of
these respondents have remained within journalism and media profession, five have
moved on to public relations, and two have doubled up as media entrepreneurs and aca-
demics. In addition, all respondents reported more than 10 years or more, of professional
journalism experience.

Ten semi-structured interviews were conducted virtually, while four were done in-
person in 2020 and 2021. Each interview lasted an average of 37 min. The questions
focused on the journalists’ views about their winning entries, the award scheme, their
view of journalistic practice as award winners, and how they viewed themselves as
award-winners in relation to the expectations within and outside the profession, after
receiving the awards. The corresponding data were thematically analysed using
Dedoose, a qualitative data analysis software.

As all former journalists ourselves, the authors experienced the challenge of “interview-
ing sideways” i.e., speaking to individuals with whom we have formerly shared a pro-
fession. In our data collection, therefore, we occasionally gave back reflexivity to the
respondents by requesting them to clarify their views or experiences further, “for the
record”, even if we as interviewers were already conversant with the issue we were inquir-
ing about (see Plesner 2011).

Our analysis of the implications of the CNN awards was at two levels. The first was how
award-winners interpret the notion of “journalistic excellence” as defining their news
practices, and the second was on how the CNN awards have shaped how they perceive
their roles. In the next section, we provide a brief context of the CNN Awards.

“CNN African Journalist of the Year” Competitions

CNN launched the competition in 1995 to promote recognition of journalists and “excel-
lence in African journalism” (Tropics 2011). In the 90s, the competition had a few cat-
egories, mostly attracting entries from former British colonies, and in the 2000s, more
categories were introduced to make the competitions more inclusive and attract journal-
ists and news organisations in Francophone and Lusophone Africa. The overall prize was
the “African Journalist of the Year Award”. By the year 2000, the competitions were receiv-
ing more than 1000 entries from across the continent. In 2016, which was the last edition
to date, there were 15 categories that included “News Impact, Health & Media”, “Environ-
ment, Sports Reporting, Culture”, “Energy & Infrastructure” and “Press Freedom”. There
was also the “Portuguese Language Television General News Award”. These suggest a
deliberate cognisance of underrepresented beats, and regions (e.g., Lusophone
countries). Further, the “Press Freedom Award” went to victims of state repression and
harassment which could suggest the awards appreciated the difficult work of journalists
on the continent. Most of the nominated and winning entries were investigative news
stories (especially those that highlighted corruption, syndicated crimes, or misuse of
power) as well as stories about calamities like famine. This could suggest that either
there were more entries received around these subjects, or the awards inspired entries
that spoke to the African condition (cf. Lugalambi and Schiffrin 2018).
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CNN was the main organiser and sponsor of the awards until 2005 when MultiChoice
Africa, a satellite TV company owned by South Africa’s Naspers Media Group, became its
official partner. During the years of the competitions, CNN worked with several corporate
partners that sponsored several categories of the competitions: for example, South Africa
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC), Ecobank, and the Coca-Cola Company Africa
Foundation.

Although the journalism awards have ceased since 2016, they were considered the
“most prestigious” on the continent with journalists from North, South, East and West
Africa, all represented. However, there were more winners from Anglophone Africa. In
the 20 competitions between 1995 and 2016 (they were not held in 1996), a total of
328 journalists and news organisations received the awards. South Africa received the
highest (104), while Kenyan journalists won 66 awards. Nigeria won 36 awards, followed
by Uganda’s 16, Ghana’s 14, Mozambique’s 11, Zimbabwe’s 9, Burkina Faso’s 6, and
Malawi’s 6. Other countries won between 1 and 5 awards. See Figure 1.

Although South African journalists and news organisations received most of the
awards, Kenya was also a constant winner in the competitions, with its journalists
winning the overall category, “Africa Journalist of the Year Award” nine out of 20 times,
while South Africa had five. Most of the award ceremonies were held in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and in other years in cities like Maputo in Mozambique and Nairobi,
Kenya. Judges were selected from across the continent and the US. In attendance at
the award ceremonies were nominees of the prizes, CNN executives, African leaders
like former Kenyan president Uhuru Kenyatta, among others.

Prizes included cash, plaques, and fellowships at CNN headquarters in Atlanta. CNN
Journalism of the Year award-winners have gone on to become media executives/man-
agers, correspondents of international media as well as academics, top civil servants,
and business leaders in corporate and multinational companies on the continent and
beyond.

Findings

In response to our first research question, what do award winners’ self-perceptions of jour-
nalistic excellence reveal about international awards practice?, we present the following
emerging themes based on the thematic analysis of data: Markers of excellence, Hom-
ogeneity of excellence and Rewards of excellence. In the second part, we address the
second research question, how do award winners perceive their roles in a discursive
space of journalistic awards? Here we explain the following perceived roles of award
winners emerging from our analysis: Champions of existing roles, “Missionaries” of excel-
lence, and Representational role.

Markers of Excellence

The general attributes of excellence that our respondents cited included the following:
audience-centeredness (stories that directly focus on the needs of the audience); compel-
ling nature (a story with an edge or out of the ordinary); competitiveness (aspects that
make a nominee and the entry stand out from their peers); impact (the perceived
change a story could bring e.g., exposing grand theft of public resources); novelty (the
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newness of a story idea); positivity (optimism in a story or a story attribute that spurs posi-
tive emotions); professional (the cumulative effort to meet and exceed traditional journal-
istic standards); innovativeness (the effort to incorporate various technologies to achieve
better news presentation e.g., creative data visualisation in story telling); rigour (meticu-
lousness and the general effort such as time or resources, invested towards successful
storytelling); depth (the level of detail and thoroughness of the story); courage (bold
approach to storytelling especially through challenging governments or long-held cul-
tural practices); and risk factor (risks involved in investigative work e.g., publishing an
exposé despite state surveillance or arrests).

In our case, however, there were nuances to these traditional attributes of excellence
(see Shapiro, Albanese, and Leigh 2006). The attribute of journalism that stood out in our
interviews was the “African factor” in a winning story, to which our respondents implied
the level of localisation of a winning entry. To some respondents, this meant the extent to
which a story was “authentically African” (Mauritius Winner #1), an element that we found
as vague and based on individual perceptions. Some of the examples included entries
that depicted social and political tensions or stories of resilience in everyday life, like a
story which exposed a dubious link between a murderous vigilante and local politicians.
Oftentimes, respondents conflated African “authenticity”with impact through journalism,
as this award-winner expressed it:

You do all the stories, and you expose all the corruption. You talk about press freedom, civil
liberties, all of those things, and nothing changes. But it’s the little thing that you have
created—some form of consciousness in the minds of people, and then it has triggered
knowledge. (Nigeria Winner #2)

While authenticity appeared to be individually defined, this element of excellence
appears to have been legitimised through the CNN awards. The awards not only empha-
sised its “Pan-African-ness” through the selection of entries that depicted the African
socio-cultural and political condition, but also through the selection of specific types of
entries for the top award, e.g., a story about Maasai morans (traditional warriors) who
abandoned their spears for cricket, in a successful campaign against female genital muti-
lation. Secondly, to some respondents, the “African factor” implied the positivity of a
winning entry. Positivity was strongly tied to the journalism that portrays the continent
in a good light, as the respondent below put it when we inquired about what a “positive
story” about Africa meant to her:

I don’t believe we read enough stories about people in African countries getting things right,
doing cool things, and being at the cutting edge of science in a certain field. (South Africa
Winner #1)

In one sense, the implication here is that awards could recognise constructivity in report-
ing through entries that counteract the trend of continental journalism to pinpoint the
negative stories, e.g., about civil conflicts. Additionally, in our assessment of our respon-
dents’ view of excellence, there was an appreciation of journalism as an occupational
hazard. According to them, excellence in journalism acknowledges the lengths journalists
have gone to find and develop a story. The risks of storytelling such as censorship, arbi-
trary arrests, physical attacks, or shoestring budgets for investigative stories, were ident-
ified as worth recognising through awards.
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Homogeneity of Excellence

The claim to identify common criteria for the measurement of excellence suggests the
standardisation of attributes of good journalism. According to the respondents, the con-
tinental award practice overlooked the varieties of journalisms within the continent and
the assumed values or standards of journalism. For example, the number of awards to
mostly journalists from Anglophone Africa (like Kenya, South Africa, and Nigeria) suggests
professionals from these regions would most likely meet the awards criteria. At the same
time, according to the respondents, entries from other regions, for example, Arab-speak-
ing Africa, like Egypt and Algeria, had to at least attempt to fit into the “format of journal-
ism” (in the words of an award winner from Egypt) practised in the English-speaking
regions.

As mentioned before, the awards placed emphasis on “Pan-African” journalism, which
to our respondents mostly implied a continental understanding of one standard of jour-
nalism. While it may have been perceived to be biased towards Anglophone Africa and
the resource-rich journalistic cultures like Kenya and South Africa, the awards were still
seen as diverse in comparison to national or regional awards on the continent that are
critiqued over ethnic, gender or racial bias (see Botma 2017).

Moreover, the contention over what a “true African story” (South Africa Winner #2)
meant seems to also question the meaning of excellence as promoted through the
CNN award practice. We see the conceptions of excellence as fitting into two prisms.
First, is the sense in which the CNN awards manifest a similar nature of quality or good
journalism, but at the same time appear to reinforce a strong Anglo-American view of
excellence. To give an example, from the respondents’ perspective, the awards suggested
that winning entries had to appeal to the audiences of Minority World Countries to be
considered compelling. One of the journalists expressed it this way:

The one or two times that they had awards for science and tech stories, they (CNN) high-
lighted work done in South Africa on something as arcane as ocean robots. No one was
talking about the story of a Zimbabwean researcher who spent his whole life trying to
monitor how a river floods in order to save communities’ livelihoods because that’s not
sexy science. (South Africa Winner #1)

Second, and relatedly, is how the awards appeared to reinforce a monolithic view of prac-
tice or a “single basket” view of journalisms in Africa (Kivikuru 2009), by reinforcing the
notion that excellence could be measured by a “gold standard” of journalism of CNN.
Accordingly, the awards endorsed a “Pan-African journalism” that was legitimised
through specific terms of excellence signed off by the awarding body.

Rewards of Excellence

Awards fall short as indicators of journalistic excellence when the focus is on the rewards.
In the view of our respondents, excellence represents the functioning of journalism as it
should be, but awards are “side attractions” (Ghana winner #1) or “bonus” (Algeria winner
#1). However, the awards came with forms of professional capital, including promotions,
better chances for professional mobility (a “CV boost,” according to the Malawian award
winner), invitations to prestigious local and international award juries, nominations for
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influencer positions like the top “women to watch” lists, celebrity statuses, or success in
grant applications.

Professionally, the respondents were more inclined towards the capital they accumu-
late within the profession. But it is also important to highlight how that capital could be
converted to other forms like network capital when this leads to more sources or inter-
national collaborative work with other journalists, or economic capital. For example,
one of the winners went on to start her own newspaper, currently a leading daily in
her country.

Journalistic Roles of Award Winners

CNN Africa Journalist of the Year Award winners perceived their post-award roles in mul-
tiple ways. Largely, we consider that the roles they exemplified were mostly about enhan-
cing the normative roles, but our findings also show that alternative roles emerged as
they acquired new statuses within their journalistic cultures. From our data, therefore,
we identified the following three dimensions of role orientations through international
award practice: champions of existing roles, “missionaries” of excellence, and represen-
tational roles.

Champions of Existing Roles
Award-winners largely consider their roles as those of enhancing the traditional roles of
journalism both as considered within political and everyday life, for example, the watch-
dog role. Even so, awards in themselves were sometimes hindrances to performing nor-
mative roles when the zeal to accumulate symbolic capital overshadowed professional
goals. In the interviews, our respondents expressed the tensions between the aspirations
to meet the criteria of award-winning entries and the normative expectations of the pro-
fession. For example, according to this award winner:

If these (awards) would become the main focus of your work, then you fail to do what you are
supposed to do as a journalist, especially in terms of holding government officials and every-
one accountable. Our primary job is to educate, inform and entertain. At the end of the day,
whatever you do, awards are a just that: a plus. Besides, you can imagine the millions of jour-
nalists who do not submit their work for any awards, yet their stories are having impact, and
making changes wherever they are. (Ghana Winner #1)

What the journalist alludes to is the possibility of awards to either obscure or promote
journalistic roles or achieve both at the same time. When awards are perceived to jeopar-
dise normative roles, it appears journalists take audiences or the public as reference
points. For example, while the public would expect journalists to expose corruption in
government, the awards practice seems to elevate the “glitz” of the winning stories
and the “glamour” of the winner rather than the impact of the story itself. To the respon-
dents, awards might suggest to the public that the journalists who do not make the cut in
the competitions are inadequate in fulfilling journalistic roles. Moreover, the awards could
suggest that some roles, for example, the monitorial role, are superior to others, as could
be the case when investigative entries (focusing on public accountability) are consistently
selected for the top prize. However, journalists we interviewed consider the awards can
firm up the traditional roles through appraising their work, but this rationalisation of
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the importance of the awards seems to emerge only when journalists view themselves in
relation to their peers. This strengthens the role that prizes play in journalists’ self-refer-
ential imaginaries.

“Missionaries” of Excellence
The award winners imagine themselves as purveyors of “high standards” of journalism
within the profession. In the following extract, the award winner describes the
“mission” towards journalism in spiritual terms, which suggests not only the function of
awards in promoting journalistic authority and professionalisation, but also the fluidity
of journalism as a profession:

The award was a sign from God that I was on the right track in my career bearing in mind I was
not a trained journalist. The award boosted my reputation at my workplace and thus my sug-
gestions moving forward were taken more seriously. The award came with a small training
package that opened my eyes to the next level of journalism. (Kenya Winner #1)

To our respondents, the “high standards” of the profession ranged from the normative
expectations of good journalism as well as the fidelity to norms and values such as accu-
racy, factuality, and objectivity. Professionalisation also meant multi-skilling and training
in innovative storytelling. For example, our respondents suggested they were either often
selected as pioneers, trainers, or mentors when in newsrooms, on news storytelling tech-
niques such as data journalism, multimedia productions, and news beats, e.g., coverage of
mega-events such as the World Cup. In our analysis into the “mission” award-winners con-
templated, were the following sub-dimensions of roles: mentor, models, motivator, and
appraiser:

Mentor. As mentors, these journalists saw their role as that of guiding fellow journalists
towards achieving “high standards” of journalism. The goal here is, therefore, to empower
their peers through sharing useful tips and techniques of doing excellent journalism.

Model. The award-winners considered themselves as best examples of outstanding prac-
tices in journalism. The winning entries of our respondents were used as examples
through which their peers would attempt to model their own work. The award winners
viewed themselves as examples of the “best that journalism has to offer” (Mauritius
Winner #1) to the profession and society.

Motivator. The journalists perceived their role as that of inspiring and motivating their
peers, especially the young and inexperienced journalists. Given that winners view
their awards as the pinnacle of professional validation, this is understandable. Closely
related to the mentor role, motivation was mostly about how the win represented
what their peers could achieve as well.

Appraiser. As appraisers or peer reviewers, award winners aimed to provide specific cri-
teria for best journalistic practices. After the awards, some of the respondents took on edi-
torial production roles where they served as reviewers or gatekeepers of their peers’work.
They also participated in brainstorming session for story ideas and even pre-judged pro-
posed entries for the CNN awards in their newsrooms.
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The Representational Role
Apart from the prestige associated with CNN through the awards, this news organisation
further provided the impetus to spotlight journalism within the continent. Our findings
show that this goal of the award and the award giver/sponsor are interdependent in
shaping the perceived roles of the winners. Journalists, therefore, saw their role as rep-
resentational in two ways. First, as the journalists in the spotlight within and outside
the profession for their outstanding “Pan-African” journalistic products, they considered
themselves examples of exceptional journalistic practices. Representation, in this sense,
has to do with showing what journalism on the continent looks like, but also within
the specific journalistic cultures of the winners themselves. While the representational
role emphasises the celebration of the journalists and their achievements, there is the
risk that it breeds celebritisation of the professionals. The second perspective to this rep-
resentational role emerged from how the respondents expressed their roles of telling
“truly African stories” or showing “another side of Africa” (South Africa winner #2).
When we asked how she perceived the significance of CNN as the award giver, a
winner in Uganda expressed it this way:

I felt, while it was a chance for us to be recognised as African journalists, it was also the time
for us to educate CNN and the Western media about Africa, about true Africa. (Uganda winner
#2)

This could be a role spurred within CNN award’s mission itself of identifying and celebrat-
ing “Pan-African stories”. Moreover, respondents saw their role as the repudiation of the
fallacies of professionalism within the continent, that which implies that no good journal-
ism could emerge from the continent and the possible effect of the “heart-of-darkness”
journalism on the image of Africa (Hawk 1992).

Discussion

In evaluating the conceptualisations of excellence in international award practice, we
surmise from our findings that, discursively, excellence as defined through CNN award
practice and its mission through the prize, presented the news professionals with tensions
over journalistic standards fit for a “monolithic” Africa. Our analysis show that the awards
inevitably promoted generalised visions of excellence in journalism. The attributes of
excellence that the award winners mentioned such as audience-centeredness, compelling
nature, novelty, innovativeness, rigour and depth largely conform to findings from previous
studies, for example, Shapiro, Albanese, and Leigh (2006) in evaluating what judges of
journalism awards consider as important. This implies that, largely, the perspective of
journalists and that of judges align, and this could be because award schemes set the cri-
teria for winning entries and journalists are socialised into these standards, which inadver-
tently could also shape their journalistic practice. Indeed, what we draw from the
interviews is that the career journalists’ conceptualisations of excellence point to a pro-
fessional consensus built over time based on the criteria for the CNN competitions as
well as juries’ public statements/decisions and citations.

Furthermore, our findings reveal tensions over the understanding of excellence based
on what journalists consider to be the most important markers of excellence. For example,
what the journalists referred to as “African factor” in winning entries was the implied
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authentic nature of storytelling in capturing the social, cultural, and political conditions of
the continent. The varied interpretations of authenticity of an “African story” as an attri-
bute of excellence could suggest tensions in professional ideologies (Waisbord 2013)
that arise when the international awards practice of CNN seeks to homogenise journalism.
Similar to authenticity is the constructiveness of a journalistic piece. Ideas about construc-
tive approaches to reporting, while they have become popularised globally in recent
years, through training and journalistic fellowships, are not necessarily alien to traditional
journalism on the continent (Kasoma 1996, for example, recognises constructivity
through “Afri-ethics”). However, the liberal model of journalism that emphasises the
watchdog role promotes coverage of the abuse of power through, for example, consistent
news coverage of corruption in African countries. Seen from a broader perspective, these
tensions over what excellence could mean to professional journalism suggest the CNN
award winners engage in “post-colonial reflexivity” (Nothias 2020) through their aware-
ness of the image that the international news coverage of Africa conjures. While it was
a major sponsor of the global award scheme, CNN’s global influence—sometimes referred
to as “CNN effect/factor” (Hawkins 2002; Robinson 2005)—presents a paradox. In Africa, in
particular, CNN is considered a promoter of best practices in reporting through the
awards, but at the same time, a perennial transgressor through its coverage that
reinforces myths and stereotypes (see, among others, Bunce, Franks, and Paterson
2017; Kalyango 2011).

When it comes to the self-perception of award-giving procedures as a representation
of journalism excellence, our findings largely showed that prizes reinforce already existing
journalistic roles, but news professionals acquire new ones when their statuses change to
award winners. The shift in role perception could be expected given that awards elevate
and validate their professional status among their peers and news organisations, but it
also legitimises their professional authority and credibility. In addition, winning the
awards affirm their expertise among their peers and their audiences. The calibration of
role perceptions resonates with previous research on journalism awards (see Jenkins
and Volz 2018; Volz 2013), which found that winning awards confers forms of symbolic
capital and therefore elevates journalists’ authority as professionals and their expertise.
Furthermore, the symbolic capital through awards spotlights and reinforces the norma-
tive role expectations (Dong 2013).

The promotion of existing roles in a post-award dispensation is not unusual, granted
that journalists worldwide have typically perceived their primary roles within an ideologi-
cal framework of democracy. Under this framework, journalism as practised in democratic
societies, has a responsibility to supply the citizenry with information, inclusive of diverse
opinions and to expose misconduct (Asp 2007). This information should be objective and
accurate, helping citizens make rational and informed choices (McNair 2009, 238–240).
Roles that concern public accountability and speaking truth to power are mostly
embraced around the world (Hanitzsch et al. 2011). Thus, as active promoters of “watch-
dog” journalism, award winners embrace a “critical” role of journalism, whose main
purpose is to proactively scrutinise and hold to account political and business leaders
(Hanitzsch and Vos 2018). In the African journalistic cultures, this role perception
reflects a professionalisation of journalism that has largely possibly been shaped by a cur-
riculum from the US and Europe (Umejei 2018). However, the enactment of this role
carries with it several risks to journalistic safety.
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Our findings also revealed that as award winners, the journalists perceive themselves
as missionaries of excellent journalism. The missionary role manifests itself in four dimen-
sions, i.e., mentor, model, motivator, and appraiser. In previous studies, when journalists
have been termed as “missionaries”, they have considered their professional identity as
being critical to promoting certain values or visions of the world (Hanitzsch and Vos
2018; Köcher 1986). As award winners, they indeed still champion values they consider
important to their national cultures, e.g., development or social change as we mentioned
earlier. However, they believe that they have been bequeathed a “new mission” to trans-
form the profession as “bearers of excellence”.

In essence, the missionary role suggests that award winners’ referentiality is both
internal (to peers) and external (audiences). What the awards do is foster personal motiv-
ation (Hanitzsch and Vos 2018) whilst also conferring journalistic authority to the individ-
ual, and at same time, their own news practice. In the audience approach to journalistic
roles, the mentor role is identified as a sub-dimension to the service role, where journalists
perceive the audience as clients (Roses and Humanes 2020). In this role, the award
winners consider themselves as being in service to excellence through their obligation
to their peers. The appraiser role resonates with the intended outcome of professional
awards, which is to identify and reward best practices in the field (Volz 2013). Winning
the award positions the journalists as experts and earns them the right to evaluate and
judge the work of their peers.

What we note as well is that the award winners perceive roles as operationalising the
supposed “high” standards as exemplified through international media practices such as
that of CNN. International news organisations are often critiqued for robbing their African
audiences of their agency through negative portrayal of the continent. Our respondents
showed an awareness of the production of racialised (mis)representations in media like
CNN. And while this representational role is not necessarily about indicting CNN, it is
more about “correcting” the images and “reforming” CNN by showing that “locally-pro-
duced” journalism could be different.

Conclusion

This article has interrogated the post-award imaginaries and implications of the CNN
international award practice. The empirical data was drawn from qualitative interviews
with CNN award-winners based in Arab-speaking, Francophone, Lusophone, and Anglo-
phone countries in Africa. Our results point to an understanding of excellence and roles
performed by winning journalists that is fluid based on individual, institutional, and pro-
fessional ideas of outstanding journalistic practice within national cultures.

Award winners essentially champion existing roles as opposed to reinventing new
ones. This is not unusual, granted that the performance of those roles in part contributes
to their award. It is, therefore, expected that they would then “play up” those roles or even
“excel” in them in their news practice. Thus, the roles identified in previous studies can be
presented independent of each other, but they are not mutually exclusive as award
winners can perceive, enact, or perform multiple roles at the same time. It is appreciated
in existing research that roles are fluid and could shift social, cultural, technological or pol-
itical situations influencing journalism; for example, during periods of health crises
(Klemm, Das, and Hartmann 2017); or as a result of technological disruptions (Mellado
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and Hermida 2021). It could be argued, therefore, that when journalists acquire new sta-
tuses, their role perception shifts, but in the case of award practices, this does not necess-
arily mean they abandon their traditional roles.

Moreover, we surmise from the findings that international award practices promote
universalist visions of journalism or even cosmopolitan views of journalism (Reese
2001), but they in no way establish a common professional culture (Hanitzsch 2007).
Global culture has fostered the possible rise of “cosmopolite” or global journalist – with
a common vision of transnationalised practices and visions of journalism (Reese 2001,
178); a trend that over the years has been reinforced through the rise of networked tech-
nologies (Heinrich 2011). However, the understanding of excellence could suggest “coun-
terhegemonic articulations” of journalism (Hanitzsch 2007, 370). Journalists we
interviewed consider their role as agents of “Pan-African journalism”, which implies a
monolithic idea of journalism(s) on the continent as promoted through the awards.
However, “Pan-African journalism” also stands for “alternative excellent journalism” in
place of the Anglo-American cultural hegemony that CNN represents through a post-colo-
nial critique of the news organisation’s culture of accentuating negative tropes and racial
stereotypes in reporting about Africa.

Finally, this research contributes to journalism studies by assessing the post-award role
perceptions of award-winners and how the journalists reflect on and discursively define
excellence in a precarious period for journalism. Through the lens of journalistic cultures
(Hanitzsch 2007), this study further highlights the tensions that emerge over an idealised
perspective of professional journalism through award practices.

As a limitation of this study, it is important to clarify that while it is anticipated that
most journalists across different journalistic cultures would acknowledge similar roles,
such as the watchdog role, it should not be assumed that the performance of this role
would be universal. Hellmueller and Mellado (2015) remind us that context-specific
dynamics that may shape the way journalism is performed in different cultures might
reveal more differences than is often assumed in scholarly works, mostly from the Min-
ority World Countries. Secondly, and as already suggested, it is necessary for future
studies to assess exactly how the roles that award winners conceptualise are performed.
It is the gap between role conceptualisation and performance that can reveal how awards
actually shape journalism (cf. Hellmueller and Mellado 2015).

Notes

1. In this article, “Minority World Countries” refers to North America, Europe, and Australasia,
while “Majority World Countries” is used in reference to Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the
Middle East. In journalism studies, these concepts are increasingly being used in place of
the “Global North” and “Global South” owing to their inaccurate description of the epistemo-
logical dominance of the former.

2. A case in point is that of Darnella Frazier, who received the American Pulitzer Prize in 2021 for
recording a video of the police murder of African-American George Floyd, which stirred
global protests.
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